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EMVCo Qualifies FIME’s Latest Automated RF Test Tool  

 
 

4 September 2013 – EMVCo has approved the latest version of FIME’s automated EMV contactless 

analog test bench for EMV Contactless Specification Level 1. The tool is available for purchase as an 

off-the-shelf product for in-house testing and is currently used by FIME as part of its EMVCo accredited 

laboratory offering to validate EMVCo Proximity Integrated Circuit Cards (PICC).  

 

EMVCo is the EMV® standards body collectively owned by American Express, JCB, MasterCard, 

UnionPay and Visa. It accredits laboratories and qualifies test tools that in turn can deliver EMV product 

approval. This particular EMVCo contactless specification describes the minimum functionality required 

for operation and market interoperability of contactless payment cards.  

 

“As an EMVCo accredited laboratory and test tool provider, FIME continually advances its test tools to 

ensure alignment with future technical requirements,” explains Vincent Poty, Head of Strategy and 

Corporate Development at FIME. “The automation functionality of the tool significantly increases the 

speed and reliability of the test results. It also enables interested parties – such as contactless card 

manufacturers and near-field-communication (NFC) handset manufacturers – to independently use the 

test tool to ensure EMV alignment during their development activities.”  

 

Commenting on the marketplace, Vincent adds: “There is a lot of activity taking place within the 

contactless payments ecosystem. As our role is to balance payment technology innovation with solutions 

that will inter-operate securely once live in the field, we are extremely dedicated to the development of 

evaluation and certification programmes; combining real-world implementation challenges with future 

technical ambitions.  In addition to our status as an EMVCo laboratory, FIME has also achieved 

accredited laboratory status and qualified test tools from industry bodies such as GlobalPlatform, Isis 

and NFC Forum, to name a few. As contactless payments continue to gain traction, FIME recognises the 

stability and trust these vital compliance schemes bring to the industry.”    

 

-ENDS- 
 

For further media information, please contact Rob Peryer and Leanne Bayston at iseepr: 
rob@iseepr.co.uk   / l.bayston@iseepr.co.uk  

or on + 44 (0) 1943 468007 
 
 
Notes to editors:  

®EMV is a registered trademark in the U.S., and is an unregistered trademark in other countries, owned by EMVCo.   
 
About FIME  

FIME advances end-to-end transaction solutions and mobile services, enabling market security and interoperability. 
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As an independent worldwide leader in consulting and testing services, FIME ensures the compliance of mobile 
devices and chip-based applications to industry standards. Its international team works with manufacturers, banks 
and authorities within the EMV payments, mobile near field communication (NFC), telecom, transport and e-identity 
sectors.  
 
FIME offers a local presence across America, Asia, Europe, Middle East and Africa, and India, through its team of 
over 300 experts and consultants. Since 1995, FIME has expanded its global network of ISO 17025 accredited 
laboratories which provide official testing and certification services. FIME’s technical R&D expertise supports its 
customers’ technology implementations, accelerating time to market.   
 
FIME partners with leading schemes and industry bodies to provide certifications and enhance the secure chip 
ecosystem: ACT Canada, American Express, ANSSI, Calypso Networks Association, Discover, eftpos, EMVCo, 
First Data, French National RFID Centre (CNRFID), GIXEL, GlobalPlatform, GSMA, Interac, International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO), Isis, JCB, MasterCard, NFC Forum, OSCar Consortium, Smart Card Alliance and 
Visa.  
www.fime.com  | Twitter | LinkedIn 
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